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OC810-ADT
The OC810 is a Pulse compatible outdoor camera with night vision. It can be used as a wireless camera using
Wi-Fi connectivity.
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Manual OC810-ADT Wireless Outdoor Day/Night Camera Installation Manual

Reset

The reset button has two functions:
Reboot – If your camera is unresponsive or is encountering technical issues, you
may need to reboot your camera. To reboot, press and release the Reset
button.
Clear All Data – If rebooting your camera does not resolve the issue or if you
need to re-enroll your camera to Pulse, you may need to clear all data. To clear
all data and restore the factory default settings:

1. Power on the camera
2. Press and hold the Reset button for eight seconds
3. When you release the Reset button, the camera is reset to the factory

default settings
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Troubleshooting

Wi-Fi Camera Offline – Please refer to this page if your Wi-Fi is not connected
and is listed as “status unknown” in the ADT Pulse app.
Camera Video Quality – Please refer to this page if you are encountering issues
with your camera’s video quality.
Pulse Gateway Offline – The video gateway controls your wireless connections.
Please refer to this page if your device is offline or is receiving a “Status
Unavailable” message.

Specifications

Dimensions:  3.70" (W) x 4.06" (H) x 1.46" (D)
Operating Temperature: 14ºF to 113ºF
Storage Temperature: -4ºF to 158ºF
Weather Resistance: IP 65
Network Interface: TCP/IP, HTTP, HTTPS, DHCP, SMTP, FTP, UPnP, DDNS, NTP,
RTP, RTCP, RTSP, SMB
Wireless Interface: IEEE 802.11n/892,11b/802.11g compatible,
Infrastructure/Ad-Hoc mode, WEP/WPA Personal/WPA2 Personal security
support, roaming support
LEDs: 1 indicator LED and 8 IR LEDs
Illuminator: Night range approximately 25 feet
Power Adapter:  Input: 100-240 VAC; Output: 12V/1A

Communication
This camera can use Wi-Fi to connect to Pulse, or it can be hardwired directly to the
gateway or switch using the provided adapter.

Pulse
Enrollment

This camera can be enrolled through the Manage Device section of the Web or Admin
Portal. This device must be paired to Pulse while it is wired to the gateway using the
provided adapter. For help enrolling your camera, please refer to the Pulse Camera
Add On and Replacement page.
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